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PARAMOST - A New Parasitic Resistance Model for Deep Submicron MOS Transistors
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1. INTRODUCTION

Parasitic resistance due to source and drain

diffusion layersr cuFr€ht crowdlng, t ) and

metal-silicon contact is one of the major

constraints on the high-speed operation of
submicron cMOSs2). Therefore, the optimum deslgn

of draln structures and the precise estimation of
their performance and reliability are becoming

one of the major concerns in VLSI device

englneering. Recently, several models ineluding
?)lr)parasitic resistance " '' have been proposed for

the estimation of the MOSFET parameters.

However, these models do not accurately take into
account the modulation of parameters due to
parasitic resistance.

In this paper, a new parasitic resistance

model called
analysis in MOS

PARAMOST (parasitic resistance

transistors) is proposed. Uslng

MOSFETPARAMOST, precise evaluation of major

parameters as influenced by parasitic resistance

ls posstble. The basic formulationr experimental

veriflcation, and application to the performance

estlmation of 100nm CMOS device are given.

Special emphasis is placed on estimating the

performances of CMOS device operatlng at 77K5)6).

2. PARASTTT9..FESTSTANC.E MODELLTNG

Previous too"1"3)I) assumed that the effect of
source and drain parasitic resistance was

represented by an IR drop in only drain and gate
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A new parasitic serles reslstance model for submicron MOSFET ls proposed and
experlmentally verified. The model precisely takes into account the existance of
parasitic resistance and thus can accurately predict major MOSFET parameters such
as drain current, threshold voltage, subthreshold swlng and breakdown voltage.
This is the first tlme that the back bias effect due to parasltic resistance is
introduced in bhe model. The model is used to estimate the performance of a 100nm
CMOS device. The model suggesbs, that, in the sub-300nm region, the decrease in the
drain series resistance is of special importance to decrease the switching delay.

blases as shown by:

VO. =VO-IOR, (1 )
VO. =VO-IO(R'+RO), (Z)

where subscript 1 denotes an intrinslc MOS

transistor ln whlch parasitic reslstance ts
excluded. However, the doping density of the
substrate increases as the device dimensions

shrink, according to the scallng 
"uI"7). 

In the
present model, back bias due to the parasltic
source resistance shown in Fig. l is taken lnto
account as follows:

Vrr=Vr-IoR, (3)
Employing Eqs. ( 1 ), (2\ , and (3), the drain

current is expanded into serles with respect to
R, and RO as:

ID=IDi-ert IoRs-eoi Io ( Rt+Ro )

-BgiIoRS+o(Rr)+o(RD), (4)

where gB is bhe substrate transconductance.
Neglecting the higher order terms, the draln
current is approximated by:

IO=IO'/(1+gr.Rr+gpi(RS*R')+SrrRr). (5)

In Eq. (5), BmtRs, BDi(Rr+Ro), and gatRs

express the negatlve feedback on the gate, drain,
and substrate voltages, respecti.vely. When

equals RD, Eq. (5) is simplified to Eq. (6)
Table 1.

Using Eq. (6), Equations (7)-( 10) summarized in
Table 1 are derlved. Analytical Eqs. (6)-( 1O)

represent the PARAMOST model. Major MOSFET

parameters as influenced by arbitrary parasitic

Rs

in
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resistance are estimated
next.

uslng PARAMOST as sho$rn

3. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION AND ANALTSIS

The MOSFETs measured are fabrlcated uslng
double well CMOS technology and have a gate oxide
thickness of 25nm and n+p and p+n junction depths
of 0.25pm and 0.4pm, respectlvely. N-channel

MOSFETs with a conventlonal single drain (SD) and

a lightly doped drain (LDD) are fabricated. In
addlbion, p-channel MOSFETs with a conventional
single draln are made. The n-region in the LDD

is formed by phosphorous implantation with a

junctlon depth of 0.2;rm, and an n- dose of
1? -21x10'"cm - at 50KeV.

PARAMOST, Eqs. (6)-( 10), is experimentally
verlfied by connecting the external resistances
ln series. For calculations, parameters Ip, gm,

8D, and 88, which are measured under specific
bias conditions, are employed. The measured

dependence of bhe drain current on external
resisLance is shown in Fig.2. The agreement

between the val"ues caLcuLated by Eq.(6) and the

measured ones is excellent at room and liquid
nitrogen temperabures and in linear and

saturation regions.
The dependence of measured gm on external

resistance is shown in Fig.3. The agreement

between calculated and measured values is again
n\excellent. Usually, a formula"' ls employed to

calculate the dependence:

Br=8ri/( 1+8rrRr). (11)

The formula, however, ls tnaccurate as shown

in Fig.3 because tt negLects the negative
feedback effect on drain and substrate voltages.
This can be easily proven by estlmating the
contribution from gr, ?gD, and g, as follows. In
the saturation region, the relative measured

conductance of a 0.64pm MOSFET|s gr, 2gD, and B,
are 1, 0.37, and 0.12 at, 300K and 1, 0.46, and

0.13 at 77K, respectively. NeglecLing gO and B,
causes an underesbimation of the parasitic
resistance effect thab can equal over thirty
percent.

PARAMOST can also be applied to evaluate the

drain breakdown voltage as affected by the
parasitlc reststance. The dependence of measured

draln breakdown voltage on parasiblc resistance
is shown in Fig.4. The agreement between

calculated and measured values is agaln excellent
for SD and LDD structures. It can be seen that
the breakdown voltage in the LDD ls higher fhan
that in bhe SD, even when bhe transistors have

the same parasitic resistance. Thls difference
is caused by a field reduction due to bhe LDD

having a more hlghly graded junction. In other
words, the breakdown voltage enhancement in the
LDD of 3.1V over SD arises from Lwo factors: an

IR drop of 0.4V due to reslstance and a field
reduction of Z.'IY. The main origin of this LDD

breakdown voltage enhancement is concluded bo be

the field reductlon due to the graded draln
junction. This is the flrst blme these field
reduction and IR drop factors have been

identified.
Next, a new procedure for evaluating the

intrinsic MOSFET parameters using PARAMOST model

is provided. To calculate the inbrinsic drain
current I^, and transconductance g from actualul -mt
values, following expressions can be easily
obbained by using Eqs.(6) and (7):

(12)

( 13)

To obtain both IO. and grr, ID, gmr gD, and g,
are measured aL various channel lengths for
single drain devices. Re ls also measured by

Chernfs methodg) fo" - "tn!r" draln devices. By

using the values in Eq.(12), the draln current
for int,rinsic MOSFETs free from bhe lnfluence of
t,he parasitic resistance effect can be

calculated. The results are shown ln Flgs.5 and

6. In t,he figuresr in evident saturatton of
drain current ls observed ln short channel

MOSFETs, even tf the parasitic resistance effect
is excluded. This result suggesbs that the
velocity saturation effect is the major cause for
the measured saturation of drain current in
submicron MOSFETs. Thls ls t,he flrst tlme that
the preclse exclusion of serles reslstance from

measured drain current has been reported.
In Fig.5, signlficant LDD draln current

reduction at ZTK is observed, especlatly in the
linear region. This reductlon 1s caused by

carrier freeze-out in the n offset region.
Therefore, optimum design of the n- reglon, which

minimizes bhe carrier freeze-out effect, is

IOr=Iol( 1-eRr)

and

Eri""t=grsatr,1-sRr) 
A

*rniRs (OerZOvo, ) / ( 1 -s.*r)'.
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requlred for high-speed operatlon of LDD MOSFETs

al 77K.

4. PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION OF 1OOnm CMOS

PARAMOST ls utillzed to estimate the inverter
delay of submicron CMOSs as shown in Fig.T. The

inverter delay is estimated to be the product of
inverse saturation current, supply voltage, and

load capacltance. Considering the Iimitations
due to hot carrier degradation, constant field
soalingT)is assumed, except in bhe case of
threshold voltage, which is assumed to be

constant. Threshold voltages are assumed to be

0.5V and 0.2V at 300K and ZTKr respectively. In
Fig.7, the minimum delay time ls observed wlth
decreasing gate length. The reason is that Lhe

non-scalable threshold voltage stgniflcantly
reduces the effective gate voltage swing as the
supply voltage is reduced. The gate length
giving the minimum is smaller aI TTK t,han ab

300K. This is because the subbhreshold swing is
smaller aE 77K than at 300K by a facbor of kT,/q.
This is the most obvious advantage of low
temperature operation of CMOSs.

A significant increase ln delay due to
parasitic resisLance is observed in short channel

CMOSS. The increase ls by a factor of 2 at 300K

and by a factor of 4 at 77K when the resistance
is 1 .5ohm.mm, which is t,ypieal of the LDD

structure. Thus, source and drain parasitic
resistance is the most significant constralnt on

performance improvements in deep submicron CMOSs

and ,especially, in devices operated aE 77K.

5. CONCLUSION

A set of simple analytical equations that
takes the parasitic resistance effect into
account is proposed. It is called PARAMOST. The

negative feedback due to drain conductance and-

substrate t,ransconductance is found to cause

significant reduction ln drain current in the
submicron region. The usefulness of PARAMOST is
demonstraLed by calculating the draln current and

breakdown voltage tradeoff, intrinslc draln
current, and 100 nm CMOS performance. In a

sub-300nm CMOS device the decrease 1n parasitic
series resistance is of, special importance for
decreasing the switchlng delay.
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Fig.1 Equivalent circult, of MOSFET wlbh parasltic
resistance.

Table 1 Formulas for PARAMOST Model

Drain Current lo (6)

Trarsconductarrce qo +" =r*:-r|bh# (7)

?:NP" BV BV=BVi '(#. ;{;;'o'o (8)

Ihreshdd 'Vottage YT Vr=Vri. IgReg/g6i (9)

Subthresfrold oJ /rng 1/o=1/ai- *f. €* (ro)

8r= Qto, avc, 8p= 8ro/ avn, sB= arD/ ovs, and
g=gm+zgD+gB

Drain
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Fig.5 Drain current of intrinslc and LDD
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F1g.2 Dependence of draln current on external Fig.3 Dependence of lransconductance on exiernal
realatance. nD 1s asauned to be equal to RS. reslstance. RD ls assumed to be equal to RS.
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Fig.7 Calculated dependence of inverter delay on
gabe length.
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